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Newsboys - Spirit Thing
Tom: Db

 (com acordes na forma de                    C )
Capostraste na 1ª casa
 Going Public
Spirit thing
Jed Carson

Forward by Hallam Drury

I'm trying to put heaps of Christian tabs on here from some of
my favorite
songs, so I've got this off another site to put it here for
you.
If you'd like me to tab or find a song for you email me at
For this song, I have included what should be everything you
need
to play this great song!

                          Hallam:)

Capo I
Intro:
Intro: 2horus

Solo A

Solo B (comes in after 2 of measure A

End (fade out)

CHORDS
-------

----------------------------------------------------
| CD: Going Public                                 |
| from:  (Tim Berg)                |
| edited by:  (Brian Kurtyka) |
| copyright: Star Song Communications              |
----------------------------------------------------

CHORDS:
   Fm           133111
   Ab           466544
   Eb           x6888x
   Db           x4666x
Intro:

Fm Db Ab Eb (x4)

VERSE 1:
Ab                Db
It's not a family trait
                    Eb
It's nothing that I ate
                        Db
And it didn't come from skating with holy rollers
Ab                    Db
It's an early warning sign
                    Eb
It keeps my life in line
                       Db
But, it's so hard to define never mind

CHORUS:
            Fm
It's just a Spirit thing
            Db
It's like a holy nudge
            Ab                   Eb
It's like a circuit judge in the brain
            Fm
It's just a Spirit thing
             Db
It's here to guard my heart
            Ab               Eb
It's just a little hard to explain

VERSE 2:
Ab               Db
It pushes when I quit
                   Eb
It smells a counterfeit
                      Db
Sometimes, it works a bit like a teleprompter
Ab                      Db
When it's teleprompting you
                     Eb
I pray you'll let it through
                           Db
And I'll help you with the how, but for now

CHORUS

PSEUDO-BRIDGE:
Fm Bb (x6)

BRIDGE:  (Continue Chord Progression)

I've took the pulput then backed down again

Some things in heaven cannot be explained

CHORUS

Acordes


